
Notes for Finance 320

Investment Theory

TA: Gabriel Martinez-Roa∗

1 Introduction and Basic definitions:

(01/21/2020)

TOPICS: (Chapter 2)

1. Markets and Instruments

2. Yields

3. Stock Indexes

(a) Price-weighted

(b) Market value-weighted

(c) Equally-weighted

1.1 Markets and Instruments

• Markets:

1. Real: These are where goods and services are traded

2. Financial: These are markets where financial assets are traded

(a) MONEY MARKETS: short term debt markets. Roughly, the maturity of assets is no more than

one year.

(b) CAPITAL MARKETS: medium and long term debt markets and equity markets.

∗Disclaimer: These lecture notes are an outline of what was discussed in class, so they may not be comprehensive. You are expected
to attend lectures, read the chapters in your book, etc.
- I appreciate your collaboration in identifying any mistakes. I constantly keep the outline updated (see the date in the beginning of
the file). If you find an error, please contact me: gamartinez@wisc.edu.
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A useful classification of markets is between real and financial. To a large extent real markets are the

fundamentals of an economy or business. For a company, the “real” part relates to how many units they

sell, the income and costs of a company, etc. The financial part relates to the price of the company’s shares,

financial investment decisions, etc. A shock in one of this markets will affect the other one, though it is

largely believed that shocks in real markets are more important. However, the 2009 crisis showed that

financial crisis can have tremendous consequences.

MONEY MARKET INSTRUMENTS

1. T-bills: In general, treasury bills are safe money market instrument, since they are backed by a gov-

ernment. In particular the American T-bill is the safest money market instrument in the world! Thus

it pays little interest.1

2. Commercial paper: these instruments are backed by privaste companies.

3. Certificate of deposit (CD): these instruments are backed by commercial banks.2

4. . . .

Note on CD’s: CD’s can be either negotiable or non-negotiable. Negotiable CD’s are contracts that can

easily be re-sold and traded, while trading non-negotiable CD’s is impossible or very hard/ time consum-

ing. The ability to trade a contract in the secondary market is a big deal, so the terms of negotiable CD’s

are, in general, very different from non-negotiable CD’s.

1.2 Yields

BANK DISCOUNT YIELD

EXAMPLE:

Par “ $10, 000

Price “ $9, 600

Maturity “ $182 days

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

T-bill

That is: 10, 000´ 9, 600 “ $400 interest in 182 days, i.e. 400{10, 000 “ 4% interest in 182 days. Thus,

1Recall that T-bills, differ from T-notes and T-bonds only in that their maturity is the shortest.
2Typical accounts that you can have with a bank are: checking, savings and time accounts. Time accounts are certificates of deposit

(CD) and they differ from the other two types in that you are expected to leave the money at the bank for some period of time,
and withdrawal before maturity usually comes at a cost. For this reason, they usually pay higher interest than checking or savings
accounts.
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Bank-discount yield = 4%
`

360
182

˘

“ 7.9121% per year. More generally:

rBD “

ˆ

10, 000´ P

10, 000

˙ˆ

360

n

˙

(1)

Where rBD : Bank discount yield, P : price and n : remaining maturity. Note that this equation has some

imprecisions, in particular, the yield should have as a denominator, the price you actually paid for the asset,

not the par value. Also, the year usually has 365 days, not 3603.

EXAMPLE:

Maturity Days to Maturity Bid Ask Chg Ask Yield

92 5.11 5.10 0.09 5.24

That is

Asked price of the T-bill : 0.0510 “

ˆ

10, 000´ Pa

10, 000

˙

360

92
ñ Pa “ 9, 869.67

Bid price of the T-bill : 0.0511 “

ˆ

10, 000´ Pb

10, 000

˙

360

92
ñ Pb “ 9, 869.41

BOND EQUIVALENT YIELD

The last column shows the Bond Equivalent Yield

rBEY “

ˆ

10, 000´ P

P

˙ˆ

365

n

˙

(2)

EXAMPLE:

Using the ask price from above4:

rBEY “

ˆ

10, 000´ 9, 869.67

9, 869.67

˙ˆ

365

n

˙

“ 5.24

EFFECTIVE YIELD

Notice that rBEY is similar to the APR in that the rate for n days is simply made anual by multiplying it

to the number of times that n days fit in a year. In contrast, the effective yield is similar to the EAR that you

know:
3This concept exists for historical reasons and it is still widely used despite its limitations.
4Notice that the ask price is the relevant price in order to calculate the bond equivalent yield that is useful for someone acquiring

the bond, since it is what an investor would have to pay to acquire the instrument.
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reff “

ˆ

1`
10, 000´ P

P

˙365{n

´ 1 (3)

Side note: one can show that it is always the case that

reff ą rBEY ą rBD.

• When comparing the profitability of two similar instruments always compare their effective yield, not

the other two yields we have seen.

EXAMPLE:

Which of the two instruments/assets is a better investment?

3-month T-bill at $9, 764

6-month T-bill at $9, 539

For the 3-month T-bill the effective rate is r3eff “ 10.024% while for the 6-month T-bill the effective rate

is r6eff “ 9.90%.

If you base your decision only on thee information provided, the shorter term T-bill is better. Notice

however, that this conclusion assumes that in 3 months you can re-invest at the same yield.

EXAMPLE:

Consider a bond with the following characteristics: par=$10, 000, maturity=90 days, rBD “ 3%. What is

the rBEY and the reff?

We will first need the price of the bond:

0.03 “
´

10,000´P
10,000

¯

360
90 ñ P “ $9, 925

Therefore

rBEY “

ˆ

10, 000´ 9, 925

9, 925

˙

looooooooooomooooooooooon

Holding period return

365
90 “ 0.7558 ¨ 36590 “ 3.065% and

reff “ p1` 0.7558%
looomooon

Holding period return

q365{90 ´ 1 “ 3.10%

Notice that you can save some time in computations by noticing that the holding period return is an

input needed for both rBEY and reff .
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2 Introduction and Basic definitions:

(01/23/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 2)

1. Munies

2. Stock Indexes

(Chapter 3)

3. Security trading

4. Buying on margin

5. Short selling

2.1 Municipal Bonds

EXAMPLE:

t : Investor’s marginal tax rate

r : Before-tax return on corporate bonds

rp1´ tq : After-tax return on corporate bonds

rm: Return on munies

Note that, in general, the returns on municipal bonds are not taxed federally, and vice-versa: the returns

on federal bonds are not taxed by the state.

If corporate bonds and munies are comparable in terms of risk we should expect that the effective return

of both bonds is the same for the marginal investor. That is:

rp1´ tq “ rm.

This last equation, also means that rm ă r, which is to say that municipalities can raise funds while paying

a lower rate than corporations. They have an advantage thanks to being exempt from federal taxes.

Keep in mind that different investors have different marginal tax rates, so investors with a higher

marginal tax rate (wealthier investors) will have a higher incentive to purchase munies, because they are

tax free. Conversely, investors with a low marginal tax rate will prefer corporate bonds.
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2.2 Stock Indexes

Stock indexes give a summary of what is happening to the market. You can think of them as an average

of the stocks in the market. As any average (for example a GPA), they can be computed in a couple of

different ways, depending on how you weight the stocks in the market to include them in the index. Three

important ways to weight stocks in the market are as follows:

1. Price-weighted (Dow Jones)

2. Market value-weighted

3. equally-weighted

EXAMPLE:

Stock P0 P1 Q P0Q P1Q

A $25 $30 20m $500m $600m

B $100 $90 1m $100m $90m

Price-weighted index (Dow Jones)

At t “ 0 Index= 25`100
2 “ 62.5, at t “ 1 Index= 30`90

2 “ 60.0. This means that the index has decreased

by 60´62.5
62.5 “ ´4%.

Notice that this index takes all stock as equal, regardless of how big the companies are, a solution to this

is to instead of just focusing on prices, look at market capitalization5.

Market value-weighted index

At t “ 0 Index= 500m`100m
2 “ 300m, at t “ 1 Index= 600m`90m

2 “ 345m. This means that the index has

increased by 345´300
300 “ `15%.

Equally-weighted index

t0 t1

4 shares of A $100 $120

1 shares of B $100 $90

200 210

This means that the index has increased by 210´200
200 “ 5%.

5The Dow Jones is composed of 30 of the most important firms in the market. Thus, they are relatively similar in size and the
limitations of this way of computing indexes is not so severe.
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Alternatively and to develop intuition, another way to calculate how much this index has increased,

average their growth rates:

30´25
25 “ 20% for stock A, and 90´100

100 “ ´10% for stock B, so for the index the average is 20`p´10q
2 “ 5%.

The Dow Jones in particular instead of simply averaging the prices of companies, they take into account

the fact that if a company makes a stock-split (say doubling the number of stocks, and mechanically making

the price of their stock to roughly decrease to half its value).

EXAMPLE:

Stock P0 P1

A $25 $25

B $100 $50

where stock B underwent a stock-split 2 for 1. Since nothing has changed in the market, when taking the

average instead of dividing by the number of firms they divide by a factor that accounts for the stock-split

as follows:

25`100
2 “ 62.5 in t0, so it should be the same in t1: 25`50

x “ 62.5, this means that x “ 1.20 which is the

new denominator6.

EXAMPLE:

Stock P0 P1

A $95 $90

B $45 $60

C $110 $57

You know that C underwent a 2-for-1 stock split:

At time t0, the index is 95`45`110
3 “ 83.33, use this to calculate the new denominator assuming that only

the stock split has occurred: 95`45`55
x “ 83.33 therefore x “ 2.34.

Now use the new denominator along with the new prices to compute the index in t1: 90`60`57
2.34 “ 88.46,

which yields that the index has increased by 88.46´83.33
83.33 “ 6.16%

2.3 Security trading

Markets can be classified between

1. Primary: first issuance

2. Secondary: re-sale

6Currently the Dow Jones denominator is around 0.1474, significantly far from 30, the number of firms.
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3. . . .

Likewise, we can also classify the markets by the way they operate:

1. Direct search mkts: no intermediaries

2. Brokered mkts: intermediary does not own the assets traded

3. Dealer mkts: intermediary has assets in inventory

4. Auction mkts: deals are made through an auction mechanism

2.4 Orders

There are two types of ways to declare what you want to buy or sell:

1. Market order: a straight-forward order to buy or sell at some price.

2. Limit order (Price contingent order)

(a) Limit-buy order (Buy is price decreases to X)

(b) Limit-sell order (Sell if price increases to X)

3. Stop orders or limit orders

(a) Stop-buy order (Buy if price increases)

(b) Stop-loss order (Sell if price decreases)

3 Trading:

(01/28/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 3)

1. Buying on margin

2. Short selling

(Chapter 14)

3. Bonds and yields
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3.0 Preliminary definitions

• Fill-or-kill orders

• Day orders

• Open orders

• Cost of Trading:

– Broker’s commision:

∗ Bid-ask spread

∗ Price concession for large orders

3.1 Buying on Margin

EXAMPLE:

50% initial margin

P0 “
$ 100/share, Q “ 1, 000 shares

P0 ¨Q “
$ 100, 000 of which, $40, 000 is a loan from broker and $60, 000 is own equity.

Assets Liabilities

$ 100, 000
looomooon

$40, 000 loan (ignore interests)

1, 000P 60, 000 equity

In general, you cannot borrow more than 50% from your broker. The value of your stock portfolio is

1, 000P , so if the price goes up, so will the value of your portfolio.

Now, we define the concept of margin as:

Margin “
Equity

Mkt. value of the stock portfolio
(4)

Therefore, the Initial Margin “ 60,000
100,000 “ 0.6 “ 1,000P´40,000

1,000P

If prices decrease, the broker can start getting concerned about your ability to repay the loan. For

example if P1 “
$ 70, now your assets are $70, 000 and a loan of $40, 000. What if P1 “

$ 35? Now your loan

is larger than your assets. The temptation to default on your loan and fo not honor the contract increases.
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To avoid the problems of agents going delinquent on their loans, brokers have margin requirements.

For example, suppose that the maintenance requirement is equal to 0.3.

For this contract, that implies 0.3 “ 1,000P´40,000
1,000P implies P “$ 57.14. That is, if the price falls below

$57.14 the broker will give a call to margin. That is, you will be required to deposit some amount, say

$5, 000 to increase your assets. Otherwise, the contract is liquidated and the broker recovers their loan.

Notice that the higher the maintenance margin, the “less patient” the broker will be. if the price starts

decreasing from $100, you will receive the call to margin sooner.

EXAMPLE:

P0 “
$ 40/share, 500 shares, P0Q “

$ 20, 000, Interest loan “ 8%.

What is your ROE if:

a) P1 “
$ 44, b) P1 “

$ 40, c) P1 “
$ 36, d) P1 “

$ 60/ share?

a) P1Q “ 44p500q “$ 22, 000, loan to be paid back “ 5, 000p1.08q “$ 5, 400.

Thus, ROE “ r22,000´5,400s´15,000
15,000 “ 10.67%

b) P1Q “ 40p500q “$ 20, 000, loan to be paid back “ 5, 000p1.08q “$ 5, 400.

Thus, ROE “ r20,000´5,400s´15,000
15,000 “ ´2.67%

c) ROE “ ´16%, and d) ROE “ 64%7

Notice that leverage always increases the impact of changes in prices on ROE. If prices increase, the ROE

will increase more due to leverage, and vice-versa. However, because leverage implies paying interest, your

ROE will always decrease due to paying interest. This is why even when prices do not change (as in case

c), the ROE is still negative, due to interests.

3.2 Short Selling

When you short sell, you are committing to sell at a pre-stablished price an asset that you do not own.

Therefore, if the price goes up, you lose money since you will have to acquire the asset expensive to sell it

at the contractual price. Due to delinquency, as in the previous case, the broker has margin requirements to

you have enough assets to cover your liabilities.

EXAMPLE:

P0 “
$ 100/share, Q “ 1, 000 shares, P0Q “

$ 100, 000ñmin. margin $50, 000

7Make sure you can figure out where these numbers are coming from.
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Assets Liabilities

Cash $100, 000 $100, 000p“ 1, 000P q

Cashier T-Bills 50, 000 50, 000 own equity

From equation (4), we have now that that Margin“ 150,000´1,000P
1,000P . If maintenance margin “ 0.3, then

P˚ “$ 115.38. that is, if the price increases to this price, you will receive a call to margin, and if no more

collateral is added, your account can be closed.

4 Bonds:

(01/30/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 14)

1. Bonds

2. Bond yields

(Chapter 15)

3. Term Structure of Interest Rate

4.1 Bonds

• Par value vs. Market Price: The first one is contractual, the second one fluctuates with demand and

supply

• Coupon rate vs. YTM: coupon rates just defines the interest part of the yield of the bond, while YTM

also includes capital gains.

A typical bond pays coupons periodically and the par value at maturity, we call it a straight bond.

However, there are many other types of bonds, for example:

1. Callable bond: The borrower can cancel the bond at any time before maturity (perhaps by paying

some penalty). E.g. A home loan with a pre-payment option is a type of callable bond.

2. Putable bond: The lender can cancel the bond at any time before maturity (similarly, this can include

a penalty for cancelling)
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Compared to the straight bond, whoever has the option to cancel the bond is better off (this is the

justification of charging a penalty for cancelling)

3. Convertible bond: Any time before the bond’s maturity, the lender can decide to convert the bonds

into shares at a pre-established conversion rate. This option is, of course, attractive to the lender,

because if the company’s shares increase in value, they can benefit from this by converting the bond

into equity. For the firm this is a cheaper way to raise money.

4. Bonds with warrants: At any time before maturity, the lender can decide to buy X number of shares

at a pre-established price. As convertible bonds, bonds with warrants allow the bond holder to also

benefit in case the company’s stock increases.

5. Floating rate bonds (indexed bonds): The coupon rates fluctuate over time, for example they may be

indexed with inflation, with the market rate, etc. These bonds can be used to promise a constant real

interest rate, i.e. net of inflation.

6. Inverse floats: this bonds magnify the effect of inflation (rather than cancelling it). For example, if

inflation increases (so everything constant your real interest rate decreases), the coupon rate decreases;

and vise versa, if the inflation rate decreases, the coupon rate increases.

We can also classify bonds in terms if domestic or international bonds.

• International bonds:

– Foreign bonds: Foreigner borrows in home country’s currency. I.e. the only difference of these

bonds is that they are owned by foreigners.

∗ A “Samurai bond” is a Japanese bond owned by Americans or any other non-Japanese in-

vestor.

∗ A “Yankee Bond” is an American bond owned by non-Americans

∗ A “Bulldog bond” is a British bond owned by non-UK citizens

– Eurobond: An investor (foreign or domestic) borrows in a currency different than the home

currency. I.e. an American bond denominated in pounds, or a Japanese bond denominated in

dollars.
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4.2 Yield to Maturity (YTM)

The yield to maturity is the constant discount rate that makes the present value of the future payments of a

bond equal to its current price. That is, it is the r that solves the following equation:

P “
c

1` r
`

c

p1` rq2
`

c

p1` rq3
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `

Par ` c

p1` rqN

where P is the current price, c is the coupon rate, Par is the par value and N is the maturity of the bond.

Notice that the YTM depends on market conditions, if the price increases, the YTM decreases, and vice

versa. However, the relationship between price and YTM is NOT linear. In fact, a change in prices translates

into a less than proportional change in YTM. E.g. if the price double, the YTM decreases by less than a half.

To calculate the YTM you only need information that is available in the present. However, the actual

return of the bond, the realized rate of return depends on the rate at which you can re-invest in the future

the coupons received. This information is only available in the future. You can think of the YTM as a good

predictor of the realized RoR. Keep in mind that the YTM is equal to the realized RoR only if future coupons

can be invested at the same rate as the YTM, this is hardly ever the case, but it is a good starting point.

EXAMPLE:

t 0 1 2 . . . 8

´1, 209 105 105 1, 105

1. YTM?

2. Current yield (for the 1st year)=?

3. Capital gains yield (for the 1st year)=?

1.
PMT “ 105

n “ 8

PV “ ´1, 209

FV “ 1, 000

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

i “ 7%

2. Current yield for 1st year “ 105
1,209 “ 8.685%

3. Cap. gains yield for 1st year “ P1´P0

P0
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However, we also know that

Y TM “ Current yield` Cap. gain yield (5)

So Cap. gains yield “ 8.685´ 7 “ 1.685%

If you want to calculate the Cap. gains yield directly:

you can calculate P1 as the present value of the remaining future payoffs you are entitled by owning

the bond one year from now:

PMT “ 105

n “ 7

i “ 7%

FV “ 1, 000

,

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

PV
loomoon

P1

“ 1, 188.63

Finally P1´P0

P0
“

1,188.63´1,209
1,209 “ ´1.685%

5 Interest Rates for Different Maturities:

(02/04/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 15)

1. Term Structure of Interest Rate

2. Short rates, spot rates, forward rates

3. Theories of the term structure

5.1 Term Structure of Interest Rate

The yield curve is the term structure of the interest rates. It simply plots the yield (average interest rates)

that bonds with different maturities pay. In general, we expect bonds with low maturity to be safer. Thus,

we expect this bonds paying a lower yield, than bonds with higher maturity. However, sometimes the

opposite happens.
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Figure 1: Normal Yield Curve Figure 2: Inverted Yield Curve

That is, bonds with a large maturity pay a lower yield than bonds with a short maturity. This is often

considered a sign that the market expect an economic downturn. similarly, the yield curve could be flat if

bonds with different maturity give the same yield.

5.1.1 Zero-coupon bonds

Assume zero-coupon bonds and (for now) there is no uncertainty. Then the short rates are:

0 1 2 3 4

r1 “ 8% r2 “ 10% r3 “ 11% r4 “ 11%

Therefore, the price of a zero-coupon bond with par $1, 000 has the following prices depending on its

maturity (in years):

1. P0 “
1,000
1.08 “

$ 925.93

2. P0 “
1,000

p1.08qp1.10q “
$ 841.75

3. P0 “
1,000

p1.08qp1.10qp1.11q “
$ 758.33

4. P0 “
1,000

p1.08qp1.10qp1.11qp1.11q “
$ 683.18

What about the yields? Clearly for the 1-year maturity bond y1 “ r1, the yield is simply the short rate.

What about y2?

Notice that the timeline is:
0 1 2

841.75 1, 000
. Therefore the yield solves the equation 841.75 “ 1,000

p1`y2q2
.

That is y2 “ 8.895%.

The similarity between 1,000
p1`y2q2

and 1,000
p1.08qp1.10q is striking. This is not a coincidence. As suggested above,

the YTM is simply the average of the two short rates, where by average we mean the geometric mean so

that it takes into account that interest do not add linearly, rather they compound geometrically.
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Because it is an average, (just like your GPA) if you know the YTM and all but one of the short rates that

are being averaged you can deduce the short rate that you are not given.

EXAMPLE:

Suppose you are given y2 “ 8.895% and y1 “ 8% “ r1. What is r2?. Then the following two should give

the same return:

1. Invest for 2 years on an asset that gives 8.895% per year: p1.08895q2

2. Invest for 1 year at 8%, then for the second year at r2.: p1.08qp1` r2q

Therefore p1.08895q2 “ p1.08qp1` r2q implies r2 “ 10%.

EXAMPLE:

Suppose you are given y2 “ 8.895% and y3 “ 9.660%. What is r3?. Notice that y2 is the average of the

first 2 short rates, so if you average it with r3 it gives you y3. Thus the following two should give the same

return:

1. Invest for 3 years on an asset that gives 9.660% per year: p1.09660q3

2. Invest for 2 years on an asset that gives 8.895% per year, then for the third year at r3: p1.08895q2p1`r3q

Therefore p1.09660q3 “ p1.08895q2p1` r3q implies r3 “ 11%.

Alternatively, you can compute the short rates as follows:

rt “
Pt´1 ´ Pt

Pt

5.2 Short rates, spot rates, forward rates

The short rates, rt, are market interest rates for one year that are known only at time t´1. Thus, for t ą 1 we

only know rt in the future. In contrast, the spot rates are the current yields to maturity, yt of zero-coupon

bonds with maturity t. though certainly there is a relationship between the spot rates and the short rates, it

is rather subtle. More on this later.

With this in mind, what discount rates should we use for a bond that has a coupon, then? You cannot

use the short rates to evaluate the bond (because you don’t know their values for sure). Instead we can use

the forward rates, ft. Forward rates are current market interest rates for contracts that will take place in

the future. In general one could expect that such forward rates are good predictors of the short rates, but

Epr2q ‰ f2. There is a bias that we will cover in chapter 15. Regardless of this bias, using simple arbitrage

arguments, you can show that the YTM must be the geometric average of the forward rates.
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EXAMPLE:

Par“$ 1, 000; Coupon“ 10%, annually paid; Y TM “ 10.60%; Maturity“ 3 years. What is the price of

the bond, P0 “?

Suppose we know that

t yt ft

1 5% 5%

2 8% 6.5894%

3 11% 7.9722%

There are three equivalent ways to compute P0

(Using yt’s) : P0 “
100

1.05
`

100

p1.08q2
`

1, 100

p1.11q3

(Using ft’s) : P0 “
100

1.05
`

100

p1.05qp1.065894q
`

1, 100

p1.05qp1.065894qp1.079722q

(Using Y TM ) : P0 “
100

1.01060
`

100

p1.01060q2
`

1, 100

p1.01060q3

6 Preferences for risk and the term structure:

(02/06/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 15)

1. Risk averse/neutral/loving

2. Uncertainty and forward rates

3. Theories of the term structure

6.1 Preferences for uncertainty

Different people have different attitudes towards risk. we can classify them in three big categories:

• Risk Averse: Prefers a safe return to a gamble with the same expected return

• Risk Neutral: is indifferent between a safe return to a gamble with the same expected return

• Risk Loving: Prefers less a safe return to a gamble with the same expected return
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In finance we assume that most investors are risk averse. However, among risk averse agents, some

people are more risk averse, and some are less risk averse. Importantly, these terms are not to be confused

with risk taker. A risk taker is simply an agent that decides to hold a risky asset. Even risk averse agents

will hold risk, if the expected return is sufficiently large.

6.2 Uncertainty and forward rates

EXAMPLE:

r1 “ 8%, Epr2q “ 10%. Therefore y2 “ 8.995%

P0 “
1,000
1.08 “

$ 925.93 (for a 1-year zero) and P1 “
1,000

p1.08qp1.10q “ 841.75 (for a 2-year zero).

Consider, now, a risk averse investor who wants to invest for 1 year, and considers two options:

1. Buy a 1-year zero coupon bond and earn a yield of 8%

2. Buy a 2-year zero coupon bond and sell the coupon next year. In expectation, the bond’s return is 8%

for the first year and 10% for the second year.

In expectation, both options have the same return. However, the return of the second option is risky. It

depends on the price at which the bond sells in the future. Thus, a risk averse investor will not buy the 2-

year bond at 841.75. Rather, because of uncertainty, the investor will demand a higher yield (or equivalently,

will be willing to pay a lower price).

For example, if the 2-year zero coupon bond sells at $819, then the yield is

819 “
1, 000

p1` y2q2
ñ y2 “ 10.5%

However, remember that

p1` y2q
2 “ p1` y1qp1` f2q (6)

Thus, p1.105q2 “ p1.08qp1 ` f2q implies f2 “ 13% which is significantly higher than the expected short

rate, Epr2q “ 10%.

The difference between the contractual forward rates and the expected short rate is called the liquidity

premium:

f2 ´ Epr2q “ liquidity premium
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This is called a liquidity premium because it reflects the fact that most investors prefer short term in-

vestments instead of long term investments. Therefore, the forward rates (committing today to a rate in the

future) will be higher than the true expected value of future rates, since the first one entails risk.

6.3 Theories of the term structure

1. Expectations Hypothesis: Establishes that the liquidity premium is negligible. Therefore the future

rates are equal (or essentially equal) to the expected value of short rates.

2. Liquidity Premium Hypothesis: Since people see short-term investments as less risky, the future rates

are biased to be higher than the expected short rates.

Though the liquidity premium hypothesis is compelling, it does not tell us how large is the bias. So in

many cases we assume that the expectation hypothesis holds while being conservative about the fact that

the existence of a positive liquidity premium will change our results to a known direction.

EXAMPLE:

Maturity P0 yt ft

1 943.40 6% 6%

2 898.47 5.50% 5%

3 847.62 5.67% 6%

4 792.16 6% 7%

Will the price of a 4-year zero next year (when it has 3 years left of maturity) be the same as the current

3-year zero? - NO

The price of the 3-year zero is calculated using f1, f2 and f3, while the price of the 4-year zero next

year is calculated using f2, f3 and f4. Therefore, these two will only be the same if the yield curve is flat.

Otherwise, you should not expect them to be the same.

7 Investment strategies using the term structure:

(02/11/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 15)

1. Riding the yield curve
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2. Forward rates as forward contracts

(Chapter 16)

3. Interest rate risk

4. Duration

7.1 Riding the Yield Curve

EXAMPLE:

Assume an upward slopping yield curve with y1 “ 0.75, y2 “ 1.25, y3 “ 1.50 (in quarters). Note that

this implies that f1 “ 0.75, f2 “ 1.752, f3 “ 2.002.

Assume expectations hypothesis:

1. Invest in a 3-month billñ 0.75% safe return.

2. Invest in a 9-month bill ` sell after 3 months. 9-month bill: P0 “
10,000
p1.015q3 “

$ 9, 563.17.

If you sell it after one quarter: P1 “
10,000

p1.01752qp1.02002q “
$ 9, 634.92.

ñ ROR “ 9,634.92´9,563.17
9,563.17 “ 0.75

Notice that as long as the expectations hypothesis holds, both ways to invest for 3 months yield the

same return.

However, remember that if the expectations hypothesis does not hold, in particular if the liquidity pre-

mium is positive, then f2 ą Epr2q. That is, the discount rates used to calculate P1 are too high compared

to the actual expectation for future discount rates. Therefore, if the liquidity premium is positive, P1 will

actually be higher and the ROR if the second investment strategy will be higher.

The second investment strategy is known as riding the yield curve.

7.2 Forward rates as forward contracts

EXAMPLE:

Assume you want to borrow $1, 000 at t “ 1 for 1 year (to t “ 2). The bank offers a 1-year zero coupon

bond for P0 “
$ 952.38 and a 2´ year zero coupon bond for P0 “

$ 890.00

To begin analysis it is useful to have the yields and the forward rates. After some calculations you can

find that y1 “ 5%, y2 “ 6% and f1 “ 5%, f2 “ 7.01%. compare the following investment strategies
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• Buy a 1-year zero coupon bond at t “ 0 and sell 1.7001 of a 2-year bond at t “ 0.

0 1 2

´952.38 1, 000

`952.38 ´1, 700.10

ñ

0 1 2

1, 000 ´1, 0700.10

7.01%

• Buy a 1-year zero coupon bond at t “ 1.

If the bank offers a forward contract with an interest rate higher than 7.01%, the first strategy is better,

otherwise, the second one is better.

EXAMPLE:

Maturity P0 yt ft

1 yr. 925.93 8% 8%

2 853.39 8.25% 8.50%

3 782.92 8.50% 9%

4 715.00 8.75% 9.50%

5 650.00 9% 10%

How much is the forward 2-year zero coupon bond interest at time t “ 3?

• Buy a 3-year zero coupon bond at t “ 0 and sell at t “ 0 enough 5-year zero coupons to cover the

price of the 3 year bond.

0 3 5

´782.92 1, 000

`782.92 ´1, 204.50

ñ

0 3 5

1, 000 ´1, 204.50

9.75%

7.3 Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk8 IS NOT equal to bankruptcy risk. Instead, the interest rate risk is simply the risk that

volatility in future interest rates will imply volatility in the future value of your portfolio: ∆i ñ ∆PBond
9.

Remember that as the interest rate (or yield) increases, the price of a bond decreases, and vice versa. In fact

the graph with price in the y axis and yield in the x axis if decreasing and convex.

8Some people also know this risk as price risk
9If your assets have a higher interest rate risk than your debt, for example, a change in interest rates can decrease the value of your

assets more than the value of your loans, thus reducing your equity. This is a big deal!
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Interest rate risk “ fpmaturity, coupon rate, YTMq

• Bonds with longer maturity have a higher interest rate risk.

• Bonds with smaller coupon rates have higher interest rate risk.

• Bonds with lower YTM have higher interest rate risk.

8 Interest Rate Risk:

(02/13/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 16)

1. Interest rate risk & Duration

2. Duration-based hedging of net worth

EXAM: Tuesday (02/18) 7:15-9:15 pm @ 1100 Grainger

Chapters: 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 15

Office Hours:

• Prof Paker: Th: 4-5pm, M: 12-1pm, Tu: 11-12:15 & 2:30-3:45

• TA Martinez-Roa: Th: 1:15- 2:15, M: 3-4:30

8.1 Interest rate risk & duration

A useful way to think about duration is as the answer of the question “On average WHEN do I receive

money from this bond/asset?” Duration is the weighted average of the times when you get positive cash

flows from a bond/asset. The weights are given by how much of the NPV you receive in each period.

Duration “

T
ÿ

t“1

t ¨ rfraction of investment received back at time ts

“

T
ÿ

t“1

t ¨

„

PV of payment at time t
PV of Bond



“

T
ÿ

t“1

t ¨

«

PMTt

p1`yqt

PV of Bond

ff
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Notice that even though the part in between brackets seems like the important part of the definition,

these are simply the weights of the time, t, which is what we are averaging.

Note that for perpetuities duration is not infinite, rather it has this convenient form:

Dperp “
1` y

y
.

Now, lets see duration from a different perspective. Recall that the price of an asset is

P “
PMT1
1` y

`
PMT2
p1` yq2

` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
PMTT
p1` yqT

dP

dy
“

p´1qPMT1
p1` yq2

`
p´2qPMT2
p1` yq3

` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
p´T qPMTT
p1` yqT`1

dP

dy
¨

1

P
“ ´

1

1` y

„

1
PMT1
1` y

` 2
PMT2
p1` yq2

` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T
PMTT
p1` yqT



1

P

dP

dy
¨

1

P
“ ´

1

1` y
D

D “ ´
dP

dy
¨

1` y

P
“

dP {P

dp1` yq{p1` yq
“ ´

% change in P
% change in p1` yq

You can see how duration tells you the elasticity of Price with respect to the interest rate, p1` yq. How-

ever, since % changes in the interest rate is not a very intuitive measure, we often use the modified duration

defined as follows:

D˚ “
D

1` y
“ ´

dP {P

dpyq

The modified duration measures the percentual change in the price over the change in the interest (or

yield).

LIMITATIONS OF MACAULAY DURATION:

1. d ‰ ∆ It is a good measure for small changes in the interest rates.

2. We assume the cash flows from the bond are not affected by ∆y. Thus it is more appropriate for

assets that are like plain-vanilla bonds. It is not a very good measure for assets that can be called, for

example.

3. When we say that the interest rate increases by 1%, we can be tempted to assume that all interest rates
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increase. However, the shift in the yield curve might not have been parallel, rather we are saying that

in average interest rates went up. That is, that the YTM of the bond went up.

8.2 Duration-based hedging of net worth

EXAMPLE:

Assets MV p$q D Liabilities MV p$q D

Cash 10 0 Check. Acct 120 0

Auto loan 120 2 CD 90 1

Mortgages 170 8 Long-term Financing 75 12

Total 300 5.33 Non-equity liab 285 3.47

Equity 15 ?

Notice that for any pair of assets G and H with some duration, DG and DH , the duration of their

combination is:

DG`H “
G

G`H
DG `

H

G`H
DH (7)

DG´H “
G

G´H
DG ´

H

G´H
DH (8)

Using the second equation we can find the duration of equity:

DE “
300

15
p5.33q ´

285

15
p3.47q “ 40.67 !!

You see that even small disparities between the duration of assets and liabilities can translate into a

significantly large duration for equity.
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9 Interest Rate Risk:

(02/20/2020)

TOPICS:

(Chapter 16)

1. Duration-based hedging of net worth

2. Convexity

3. Bond portfolio management

(a) Active

(b) Passive

9.1 Duration-based hedging of net worth

Consider the example from last class:

Assets MV p$q D Liabilities MV p$q D

Cash 10 0 Check. Acct 120 0

Auto loan 120 2 CD 90 1

Mortgages 170 8 Long-term Financing 75 12

Total 300 5.33 Non-equity liab 285 3.47

Equity 15 40.67

Notice that because the duration of assets is significantly larger than the duration of liabilities, thee

duration of equity turns out to be dramatically large10. How much do you have to reduce the duration of

assets so that the equity is immunized, i.e. has a zero duration?

DE “ 0 ñ 0 “
300

15
DA ´

285

15
p3.47q ñ DA “ 3.30 (9)

Notice that for equity to be immunized, you need the assets duration to be smaller than liabilities’

duration. This is because you have more assets than liabilities, and recall that duration is an elasticity, so

10As a mnemonic you can think of duration as the average time where the cashflows arrive or are required from you. In the example,
your assets take a lot longer to arrive than when you have to pay your liabilities. Therefore your equity takes an enormous time to
arrive, i.e. it is quite risky.
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a smaller percentual change of a larger number (the assets) can be equal to a larger percentual change of a

smaller number (the liabilities).

How can you achieve a duration of assets of DA “ 3.30?

Ñ You need to increase the assets with shorter duration and reduce the assets with higher duration.

Given the example above, the way to do it is reduce your mortgages and turn them into auto loans or cash.

Alternatively you can decrease your auto loans an turn them into cash; or a combination of both. The key

is the reduce the average duration of assets.

Let’s suppose that you change mortgages for cash. How much should you reduce mortgages?

Ñ

3.30 “
10`X

300
p0q `

120

300
p2q `

170´X

300
p8q ñ X “$ 76.30

Going back to equation (9), notice that we can multiply through by the size of equity and divide through

by the size of assets to get an equivalent expression, 0 “ DA ´
285
300DL, this expresion is call the DGAP :

DGAP “ DA ´
Liabilities

Assets
pDLq,

Thus immunizing equity can also be achieved by setting DGAP “ 0.

9.2 Convexity

We have seen that there is an inverse relationship between price and interest rates. moreover, we have

seen that the relationship is convex (inward bowed). The claim now is that (all else equal) bonds with a

relationship between price and interest rates that is more convex are more desirable. That is bonds with a

larger convexity are more attractive. In the figure below bond A is more convex than bond B. Notice how

when the interest rates go from ˚Y to ˚˚Y , the price of bond B decreases more than the price of bond A.
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If you want to approximate the change in prices, we have seen that duration is a rough approximation.

In fact duration is the linear approximation to the actual change in price. Note that in the example above

both bonds have the same duration. We can improve the approximation by adding the information about

convexity as follows:

Conversely, if the interest rates decrease, both bonds benefit, but bond A’s price increases more. Thus

convexity is a nice property in a bond.

∆P

P
“ ´D˚ ¨∆y `

1

2
pConvexityq ¨ p∆yq2 (10)

where Convexity“ d2P
dy2 ¨

1
P . The details as to how to compute the value of convexity will not be covered

in this class, but the intuition of convexity and equation (10) are important to bee understood.

9.3 Active Management

We say that a portfolio is actively managed when the manager of the portfolio is actively looking for ways

to increase the value of the portfolio for example by doing the following:

1. Identify mispriced bonds

2. Forecast interest rates

3. Do tax swaps

4. Do horizon analyisis

EXAMPLE (INTERST RATE SWAPS):

Bond portfolio: Average coupon rate “ 7%, fixed, par “$ 1, 000m, and notional principle “$ 100m.

Let’s suppose that instead of receiving a 7% coupon every period, you want to receive the floating rate

called LIBOR. One way to do it is to swap your future coupons of 7% with someone receiving a floating

rate called LIBOR (let’s assume for now you can find someone that agrees on swapping.).

This means that whenever the LIBOR is equal to 7%, then both payments are the same, and no money

exchanges hands. In contrast, if LIBOR “ 6% then you have to pay the other party 100mp1%q “ 1m.

Conversely, if LIBOR “ 8%, then you receive $1m.

We see that doing this exchange can be beneficial if the manager expects the LIBOR to go up. It can also

be justified as a way to hedge your obligations. If your debt fluctuates with the market, having a portfolio

whose return also fluctuates with the market is also useful in order to be insured.
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10 Duration and Passive Management:

(02/25/2020)

TOPICS:

1. Bond portfolio management (Chapter 16)

(a) Active

(b) Passive

2. Stock Valuation (Chapter 18)

10.1 b. Passive portfolio management

There are three main ways to do passive portfolio management:

• Indexing (usually we do indexing using stock, since investing in indexes is a long-term investment,

and since stock does not mature, it allows you to build the index and sit on it)

• Immunization

– Net Worth (e.g. duration based equity)

– Target Date

• Cash Flow Matching

EXAMPLE: TARGET DATE IMMUNIZATION

Suppose you have a pension fund and you need to pay $14, 693.28 in 5 years. If you can buy zero-

coupon bonds that mature in 5 years at a good interest rate, you can do it; such technique is called Cash

Flow Matching. Another alternative (in case you don’t have access to other options, or if the interest rates

are not favorable) is to do the following.

Suppose you have access to a bond with a maturity of 6 years, but duration of 5. For example one with

Par“$ 10, 000,Coupon“ 8%, Maturity“ 6 years, i “ 8%.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6

800 800 800 800 800 10, 800

Ñ 800p1.08q

Ñ 800p1.08q2

Ñ 800p1.08q3

Ñ 800p1.08q4

10, 800{1.08 Ð

14, 693.28

By buying the bond, you are able to meet your obligations at time 5. Something remarkable of this strategy,

is that even if the interest rates vary slightly, you are still able to meet your obligations. Compare it with a

change in ˘ percentual points.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

800 800 800 800 800 10, 800

Ñ 800p1.07q

Ñ 800p1.07q2

Ñ 800p1.07q3

Ñ 800p1.07q4

10, 800{1.07 Ð

14, xxx.xx

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

800 800 800 800 800 10, 800

Ñ 800p1.09q

Ñ 800p1.09q2

Ñ 800p1.09q3

Ñ 800p1.09q4

10, 800{1.09 Ð

14, xxx.xx

EXAMPLE: TARGET DATE IMMUNIZATION (B)

Suppose you have an obligation of $19, 487 to be paid in 7 years. Note that it has a present value of

$10, 000 (at 10%) - assume the yield curve is flat at 10%. and a duration of 7 years. Suppose you want o

immunize the above obligation with 3-year zero-coupon bonds and Perpetuities.

1. Compute the duration of each type of asset:

(a) 3-year zero-coupon bonds: D “ 3 yrs

(b) Perpetuity: D “ 1`y
y “ 1.10

.10 “ 11 yrs

2. Compute what is the right mixture of the two assets so that your portfolio has a duration of 7 yrs:

wp3 yrsq ` p1´ wqp11 yrsq “ 7 ñ w “ 1{2
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3. Invest the 10, 000 according to the computed shares of each asset. I.e. $5, 000 in zeros and $5, 000 in

perpetuity.

As time passes, the duration of your perpetuity stays constant, while that of your zeros decreases, so

the duration of your portfolio will drift down. Though the duration of your liabilities will also decrease,

in general these two duration will no longer match. Therefore, you would need to reshuffle how much of

each asset you have in your portfolio. For example.

After 1 year. Your liabilities have a duration of 6 yrs and a PV of 11, 000. Also Dzero “ 2, Dperp “ 11.

Therefore wp2 yrsq` p1´wqp11 yrsq “ 6 ñ w “ 5{9 . Therefore, you need $6, 111.11 in zeros and $4, 888.89

in perpetuity.

The general principle is to find the PV of all your obligations and its combined duration. Then, invest

today the same amount in a portfolio (or single asset) with the same duration. Since the durations may drift

over time, (and usually the duration your investment and your obligations drift differently), your portfolio

needs to be reconfigured periodically so that the durations remain equal over time.

11 Stocks:

(02/27/2020)

TOPICS:(Chapter 18)

1. Stock Valuation

(a) Balance sheet valuation method

(b) Intrinsic value vs. market price

(c) Dividend discount method

(d) Free cash flow method

11.1.1 Balance sheet valuation method

In general, we cannot really find precisely the price of a stock. In theory, we know that its price is the

net present value of its future cash flows. In exams we typically assume that we know those future cash

flows, or at least that we have good estimates. This assumption, though helpful, it is usually not a good

approximation.

Notice, however, that in many cases, we don’t need to know the precise price of stock rather simply

knowing whether it is overvalued or undervalued is enough to know if you should buy or short such stock.
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Let’s define some lower and upper bounds of the price of stocks such that if the market price falls below

the lower bound, or price floor, we know for sure the stock is undervalued, and if the market price goes

above the price ceiling, you know it is overvalued:

Floor Ñ Net liquidation value: What is the value of the firm if you were to liquidate it and sell all its

assets?

CeilingÑ Replacement costs: How expensive will it be for the firm to replace its current assets today?

A surprising result from James Tobin (Nobel 1981), states that the replacement cost will tend to be very

close to the market price of a company. Their ratio is called Tobin’s Q

Tobin1s Q “
Market Price

Replacement Cost
ÝÑ 1

11.1.2 Intrinsic value vs. market price

Expected HPR “
EpD1q ` Ep∆P q

P0

versus

ki “ rf ` rEprmq ´ rf sβi

If we define V0 as the intrinsic value of a stock (or more precisely, the theoretical value of the stock), and

P0 the current market value, then

V0 “
EpD1q ` EpP1q

1` k

and

P0 “Market Price

Using data we can do our best to estimate the expected value of future dividends, the future price and

the required return k to compute the “intrinsic value” and then compare it to the market price.

11.1.3 Dividend discount method

This approach makes assumption on future cashflows to arrive to the value of the stock. Remember the

following notation:

0 1 2 3 . . . 8

D1 D2 D3 ¨ ¨ ¨ D8
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We typically use one of the following assumptions, each leading to different stock prices.

1. Constant dividends, Dt “ D for all t, then P0 “
D
r

2. Constant growth dividends, Dt`1 “ p1` gqDt, then P0 “
D1

r´g .

3. Variable-growth dividends11.

Recall that:

r “ Discount rate

“ Required rate of return on the stock

“ Expected rate of return on the stock

In both of the equations for the price of stock above we see that P0 is simply a multiple of the future

dividends; i.e. it is a linear function of future dividends (this property is actually more general, though).

Therefore, the current growth rate of dividends is strongly connected with the current capital yield. In fact

if the growth rate is constant, the capital gains yield and the dividend growth rate is equal. Therefore, for

constant growth stocks we have12:

r
loomoon

total return

“
D1

P0
loomoon

Dividend yield

` g
loomoon

Capital gains yield

(11)

Notice that if the growth of stock is not constant you can always define the capital gains yield is P1´P0

P0
.

You can find the value of both prices by hand and find the value of the fraction.

11.1.4 Free cash flow method

When we calculate the NPV of a project/company like the following:

0 1 2 3

´100 35 45 35

where does the value of future cash flows come from? - Answer: This are the expected free cash flows of

the project/company.

11There is no universal formula in this case, P0 will depend on how much the growth rates change and at what periods, etc.
12Note that the growth rate of a stock might be variable, but at some point stabilize at a value g. At that point, the capital gains yield

will also be equal to g.
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EXAMPLE:

Fixed investment: $90, 000, Straight-line depreciation over 3 years, no salvage value.

Net working capital (NWC): $20, 000 at t “ 0, fully recovered at t “ 3

Sales 200, 000

´Costs ´137, 000

´Depr ´30, 000 “ p90, 000{3q

EBIT 33, 000

´Taxp34%q ´11, 220 “ p33, 000qp0.34q

NI 21, 780

`Depr 30, 000

OCF 51, 780

ñ

0 1 2 3

Fixed inv. ´90, 000

NWC inv. ´20, 000 20, 000

OCF 51, 780 51, 780 51, 780

FCF ´120, 000 51, 780 51, 780 71, 780

Therefore, the NPV of the project is the NPV of the FCF. Contrast this NPV with the value of the

project/firm. The value of the firm is just the NPV of the cashflows starting tomorrow. Thus you should

invest in a project if the NPV is positive, or if the value of the project exceeds the investment cost of the

project.

12 Investment in Stocks:

(03/03/2020)

TOPICS:(Chapter 18)

1. Stock Valuation

(d) Free cash flow method

2. Stock prices and Investment opportunities

3. P {E ratio and growth opportunities

4. Capital allocation to risky assets (Chapter 6)

12.1.4 Free cash flow method

We saw last week one definition of OCF, it is often convenient to realize there are more equivalent defini-

tions:
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OCF “ NI `Depreciation

“ Sales´ Costs´ Taxes

“ pSales´ Costsqp1´ tq `Depreciationptq

EXAMPLE:

At time t “ 0

• Sales - Costs “$ 1 million

• To keep g “ 6%, you must invest 15% of (Sales - Costs) each year

• Depreciation “ 10% of (Sales - Costs)

• Tax “ 10%

At t “ 1

Sales´ Costs “ 1, 060, 000

´Depreciation “ ´106, 000

EBIT 954, 000

´Taxp30%q ´286, 200

NI punleveredq 667, 800

`Depreciation 106, 000

OCF 773, 800

´New Investment ´159, 000 p“ 15% of 1, 060, 000q

FCF at t “ 1 614, 800

With this number at hand:

V0 “
FCF1

k ´ g
“

614, 800

0.10´ 0.06
“$ 15, 370, 000 : Value of the unlevered firm

where k is the cost or required return of the project.

To go from the value of the unlevered company, to its actual value (in case it is levered), we must

remember the trade-off theory of firm value. The trade-off theory establishes that as leverage increases, the

value of the company first increases, then it decreases. The initial increase is due to tax savings being larger
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than the increase risk due to leverage, but the eventual decline comes from the potential losses due to the

extra risk being larger than the tax savings. In general:

V levered “ V unlevered ` PV pTax savings due to leverageq ´ PV pExpected cost of financial distressq

Let’s assume that after consulting accountants and finance experts, PV pTax savings due to leverageq “

500, 000 and PV pExpected cost of financial distressq “ 0. Then V L “ 15, 370, 000 ` 500, 000 “ 15, 870, 000.

This is the actual value of the company, to get to the price of stocks, we need to divide equity by the number

of stocks. If we assume that Debt “$ 2 million, then Equity “ 13, 870, 000, since in general:

V L “ Debt` Equity

That is, if there are 1 million stocks outstanding, the price of each stock should beP “ 13,870,000
1,000,000 “

$ 13.87.

12.2 Stock prices and Investment opportunities

Recall that one way to look at stock prices is P0 “
Div.
k´g . This equation emphasizes an important trade-off

when it comes to the decision of a company to undertake a new investment. On the one hand, since NI

can be either used as retained earnings (to undertake new investments) or be paid-out as dividends, new

investments will decrease the amount of dividends paid out (a force that lowers the stock price), but will

also increase the growth rate of dividends, g (a force that increases thee stock price).

Can we tell when the overall effect of the investment will be that the stock price increases? – YES.

Not all investments are created equal. if it is a bad investment, the stock price will decline and if it is a

good investment, the stock price will increase. Turns out the cutoff between good and bad investments is

quite simple and intuitive. If the return of the new investment is larger than k, the required return of the

company, it is a good investment, and the stock price will increase, if the project is undertaken. Otherwise,

it is a bad investment.

12.3 P {E ratio and growth opportunities

If a company had no growth ñ g “ 0, and D1 « E1, then P0 «
E1

K which will be smaller than the actual

price if the company is in fact growing. We can split the total price of a company as follows:

Price “ No-growth value` PV of growth opportunities
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That is P0 “
E1

k ` PV GO

D1 “ E1p1´ bqwhere b is the retention. Therefore theoretically, the price of a company is

P0 “
D1

k ´ g
“
E1p1´ bq

k ´ r

EXAMPLE:

Stock A Stock B

EpROEq 14% 12%

E1
$2.00 $1.65

D1
$1.00 $1.00

P0
$27.00 $25.00

k 10% 10%

p1´ bq 0.5 0.606 p“ 1{1.65q

b 0.5 0.394

g “ ROEpbq 7% 4.73%

To figure out which company is worth buying, we can figure out the intrinsic value:

V A
0 “

1.00

0.10´ 0.07
“$ 32.33 and V B

0 “
1.00

0.10´ 0.0473
“$ 18.97

That is, the current price of company A is undervalued, it is worth buying it. In contrast, the current

price of B is overvalued, it might be a good idea to short it (though as you probably know, shorting a

company is a lot more risky than buying a company in case the model is not sufficiently accurate, or if the

price of the company takes a very long time to get to their intrinsic value).

13 Risk-Return Trade-off:

(03/05/2020)

TOPICS:(Chapter 6)

1. Capital allocation

2. Indifference curves

3. Utility functions
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13.1 Capital Allocation

When we talk about allocating some budget into different investments, the classification of this allocation

can be done at different levels:

• Capital allocation: Risky vs. risk-free assets

• Asset allocation: Broad investment classes – bonds, stocks, derivatives, etc.

• Security selection: Choice of securities within each asset class

We discuss the first one. Let’s introduce some notation.

– P : Risky portfolio (a proportion y)

– F : Risk-free portfolio (a proportion 1´ y)

– C: Complete portfolio, P ` F

EXAMPLE:

P : EprP q “ 15%, σp “ 22%

F : rf “ 7%, σF “ 0%

Therefore, the return of the complete portfolio is the (weighted) average of the returns, and its variance

has the usual quadratic form of the variance of any portfolio:

Eprcq “ yEprP q ` p1´ yqrF

“ rF ` rEprP q ´ rF sy (12)

In general,

V arprCq “ y2V arprP q ` p1´ yq
2V arprF q ` 2yp1´ yqCovprP , rF q

but since rF is constant, the last two terms are zero. Thus we can re-write as:

V arprCq “ y2V arprP q

σ2
C “ y2σ2

P

σC “ yσP (13)
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Solving y from (13) and substituting in (12) we get

Eprcq “ rF `

„

EprP q ´ rF
σP



σC (14)

Notice that the term between brackets tells you how the return of your portfolio increases when for each

extra unit of extra risk you are willing to take (measured by the standard deviation). The term is known as

Reward-to-Variability Ratio.

Even though we started by saying that the return of your portfolio is the average of the two types of

assets you invest on, in reality the expected return of your portfolio can be larger than that of the risky

asset, so technically speaking it is not really an average13. In fact you can increase almost unboundedly the

expected return of the portfolio C by increasing its risk. You can achieve it by leveraging your investment.

For example, by putting all your budget into P and then borrow some more to also put it in P .

For example, you can do is so that the amount invested in P over your initial budget is bigger than 1.

For example y “ 1.4 or even larger. equation (12) shows that in that case you can arbitrarily increase the

return of your portfolio, so long as you are willing to also increase its riskiness.

13.2 Indifference Curves

In contrast with typical indifference curves as in Econ 101 (that is with negative slope and inward-bowed),

when it comes to preferences over risk and return, return is a good (the more the better), but risk is a bad

(the less the better). Therefore, typical indifference curves look like this.

The shape of the curves (their convexity, instead of concavity) reflect that at low levels of risk, the typical

agent needs relatively low levels of extra return in order to be indifferent with the extra risk. However,

when the agent already faces a large amount of risk, in order to accept more risk, thee agent needs to be

13remember that an average can never be larger than any one of the elements that is being averaged
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compensated with a lot more return14.

If we combine the indifference curves, with the risk-return line (equation 14),we get the optimal alloca-

tion:

Point A achieves the highest possible utility among the feasible points. The feasible risk-return combi-

nations are in the blue line (or below).

14 Preferences for risk:

(03/10/2020)

TOPICS:

1. Utility functions (Chapter 6)

2. Optimal risky portfolios (Chapter 7)

14.1 Utility Functions

A common utility function in economics displays diminishing marginal utility:
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This property implies in finance that the agent displays risk aversion:

Notice that the concavity of the utility function implies that the value of the certain $100, 000 is larger

than the average utility of the gamble whose payoffs have an expected value of $100, 000. In contrast, if the

utility was linear, the investor displays risk neutrality, and if the utility is convex, the agent displays risk

seeking.

EXAMPLE:

upwq “ lnpwq, gamble: 50% Ñ$ 50, 000, 50% Ñ$ 150, 000.

What is the expected utility of the gamble?

lnp50, 000q “ 10.82 utils, lnp150, 000q “ 11.92 utils ñ Erupwqs “ 0.5p10.82q ` 0.5p11.92q “ 11.37 utils.

Since ln is concave, we know that the agent would prefer to have 100, 000 for sure than the previous gamble

whose expected value is also 100, 000. That is, the the utility of the expected payoff lnp100, 000q “ 11.51 is

bigger than 11.73, the expected utility of the gamble.

14This is a different point than risk aversion. Any indifference curve that has a positive slope reflects the preferences of a risk averse
agent. A risk neutral agent would have horizontal straight-line indifferent curves. Lastly a risk loving agent would have negative
sloped indifference curves
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We can also ask a different question. What is the amount of dollars for which the agent would be

indifferent between the gamble, of this amount for sure (clearly, it will be something less than 100, 000.

That is lnpxq “ 11.37 ñ x “$ 86, 682. This value is called the certainty equivalent.

EXAMPLE:

upwq “ lnpwq, gamble: 50% Ñ$ 50, 000, 50% Ñ$ 150, 000.

Then the expected utility of the gamble is Erupwqs “ 305.45, the utility of the expected payoff is

urEpwqs “ 316.23 ą 305.45 since the agent is also risk averse. For this utility function, the certainty equiva-

lent is
?
x “ 305.45 ñ$ 93, 301.

The usefulness of the certainty equivalent is that it allows us to compare the degree of risk aversion for

different utility functions. We see that the first agent is more risk averse, since the gamble is only worth

$86, 682 while the same gamble is worth $93, 301 for the second agent.

14.1.1 Behavioral Finance

In Economics and Finance we usually assume people are rational and behave optimally. This is without a

doubt a strong assumption, however, if people’s decisions are on average close to what our theory predicts,

the theory is a very useful tool. Psychologist and Economists Kahneman and Tversky won the Nobel

prize in Economics (2002), by showing how most (or all) people do systematic “mistakes” that bias their

behavior away from the classical theory predictions. One very important one has to do with the concept of

loss aversion. Loss aversion is part of prospect theory and proposes the idea that people do asses gambles

in terms of the resulting wealth outcomes, rather in terms of gains and loses compared to some reference

point:

Notice how the agent displays risk-aversion with respect to gains, but risk-seeking preferences with
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respect to losses. So that in general, loses are more painful than equivalent gains15.

14.1.2 Portfolio management

EXAMPLE:

Client wantsEprcq “ 16%, we have that rf “ 8%, for the the risky portfolio: Eprpq “ 18% with σp “ 28%

Then

0.16 “ p1´ yq0.08` y0.18 ñ y “ 80% (in P ) with σc “ yσp “ 22.4%.

EXAMPLE:

Client wants σc “ 18%

Then σc “ yσp ñ 0.18 “ y0.28 ñ y “ 64.29%. Therefore, Eprcq “ 14.43% (after some easy

calculations).

14.2 Optimal Risky Portfolios

Suppose now that there are two risky assets:

P : Eprq “ 18%, σ “ 28%

S&P500 : Eprq “ 13%, σ “ 25%

To compare these two assets we can use the reward-to-variability ratio:

P : 0.18´0.08
0.28 “ 0.3571

S&P500 : 0.13´0.08
0.25 “ 0.2000

We conclude that P is unambiguously better than the S&P500. Further, if the client still wants the

reduced risk (say to 25%) you can combine P with the risk free rate and offer a higher expected return for

the same risk of 25%. Analogously, you ca offer the client the same return as S&P500 of 13% but at a lower

risk, again by combining P and the risk free rate.

15 Optimal risky portfolio:

(03/12/2020)

TOPICS:

1. Risk & return

2. Optimal risky portfolios (Chapter 7)
15For further reading (non-technical) read “Think fast and slow” (Kahneman, 2011) and “Misbehaving” (Thaler, 2015).
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15.1 Risk & Return

1. Stand-alone asset: Epriq, σi

2. Portfolio: Eprportfolioq “ ωAEprAq ` ωBEprBq, σportfolio “?

Recall that in general

σ2
portfolio “ ω2

Aσ
2
A ` ω

2
Bσ

2
B ` 2ωAωBCovprA, rBq

V arprportfolioq “ ω2
AV arprAq ` ω

2
BV arprBq ` 2ωAωBCovprA, rBq

Notice that ω2
A ` ω

2
B ` 2ωAωB “ 1, these are simply weights that define the variance of the portfolio as

a weighted average.

Similarly, if the portfolio depends on more than 2 assets, the previous formula generalizes rather easily:

V arprportfolioq “ ω2
AV arprAq ` ω

2
BV arprBq ` ω

2
CV arprCq

`2ωAωBCovprA, rBq

`2ωAωCCovprA, rCq

`2ωBωCCovprB , rCq

Where once again ω2
A ` ω2

B ` ω2
C ` 2ωAωB ` 2ωAωC ` 2ωBωC “ pωA ` ωB ` ωCq

2 “ 1. The variance

and covariance capture the variability of each variable, and the relationship between two variables, respec-

tively. Unfortunately, both of these variables depend on the units with which you measure the variable (for

example, dollars, vs pennies, etc). This is why a preferred measure for variability is the standard deviation
?
V ar, and for the relationship between variables is the correlation:

ρA,B : Correlation Coefficient “
CovprA, rBq

σAσB
(15)

Importantly, the correlation does not depend on the measurement units and it is always the case that

´1 ď ρA,B ď 1, with the interpretation that a positive correlation implies that the variables tend to move in

the same direction and negative means that the variables tend to move in oposite direction. The closer the

correlation is to 1, the higher the probability that the variables actually move in the same direction (Notice

that the magnitude each variable moves can still be different even if ρA,B “ 1). Similarly, a correlation close
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to ´1, implies a high probability that the variables move in oposite direction.

EXAMPLE:

Asset A : EprAq “ 5%, σA “ 4%

Asset B : EprBq “ 8%, σB “ 10%

ρAB “ 1 ρAB “ 0 ρAB “ ´1

ωA ωB Eprpq σp Eprpq σp Eprpq σp

1.00 0 5.00 4.0 5.00 4.0 5.00 4.0

0.75 0.25 5.75 5.5 5.75 3.9 5.75 0.5

0.50 0.50 6.50 7.0 6.50 5.4 6.50 3.0

0.25 0.75 7.25 8.5 7.25 7.6 7.25 6.5

0 1.00 8.00 10.0 8.00 10.0 8.00 10.0

Where all the standard deviations, e.g. the number underscored are calculated as follows:

σ2
port “ p0.5q

2p0.0016q ` p0.5q2p0.01q ` 2p0.5qp0.5qp0q “ 0.0029

σport “
?

0.0029 “ 5.4%

If we plot the information in the table, we can study how the expected return and the standard deviation

σp depend on the fraction of asset A and B independently, and then combine them:
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The first (horizontal) row, corresponds to the case rho “ 1, the second row to ρ “ 0 and the third one to

ρ “ ´1. The first two (vertical) columns are combined to get the third column. Notice that as the fraction

on asset B increases, the expected return increases. In the first row, the increase in return always leads to

an increase in risk. There is no diversification gains (since the assets move in the same direction always).

However for the other two cases, combining assets A and B does provide some diversification, and these

diversification gains are largest when ρ “ ´1.

The points denotedA andB in the graphs of the third column are fixed, so we see that as the correlation

decreases and goes to ´1, the curve connecting these two points bows towards the left and touches the

vertical axis only if the two assets have a correlation of ´1.

Zooming into one of the graphs in the third column we get that some combinations we see that some

portfolios are dominated:

We see that any point between A and C is a portfolio that is dominated, since there is another combi-

nation of the assets that gives a higher return for the same risk. This is why the points between C and B

are called the efficient frontier. Each of them representing points where higher returns imply higher risk.

Different investors might choose different portfolios in the efficient frontier.

If we have access to a risk-free rate the relevant point in the efficient frontier is the point that when

connected to the risk-free rate point creates a tangent line to the efficient frontier:
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This line is the Capital Allocation Line.
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